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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the first edition of the Betting System Truths newsletter, this will tell you
the events of the last week and recap how the current reviews are doing, give information on
reviews to come and scam warnings etc.
So what occurred last week well we have a new Sergeant in Town that is 29 year old Danny
currently living in Thailand, normally I would have said “lucky fellow” but not given the
current unrest. So Danny makes a living from Laying so hopefully he will be able to pass on
some good advice to BST blogger’s, so lets all give Danny a big welcome to BST !.
Two new reviews started during the week they were “Champion Lays” as the name suggest
this is to do with laying, but it is a football laying service currently the operator is offering a 75
day free trial, no idea of how much it will cost yet, the review is being conducted by Sgt Philip.
See Champion Lays here: http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/champion_lays/
The second new review is Football Betting Master this review is being done by Sgt Tommy,
this is a system that works round the number of goals in a match, particularly over/under 2.5
goals, and you can either work out the selections yourself or receive an e-mail giving two or
three high quality tips a week.
See Football Betting Master here:
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/football_betting_master/
We had 4 Final Reviews this week they were:
Physic Racing reviewed by Sgt Philip this one made a loss of 458.21 points in 56 days,
which was nearly half the recommended starting bank taken out, duly failed and jailed.
Physic Soccer Auto Bot the review was conducted by Sgt Tommy this service made a loss of
41.74 points in 56 days, plus problems with the Bot itself meant this was failed and jailed also.
Note
The above two sites run by Scott Colton now have the Closed sign up and are no longer
active.
The third review The Sports Investor reviewed by Sgt Dave also ended in the failed
section, made a loss of 3.90 points over 84 days, had potential but failed to deliver also lack of
updating results was cause for concern.
See The Sports Investor here: http://irec.ommend.com/sportsinvestor.co.uk
Finally the fourth Final Review conducted by The Commissioner was Football Betting
Champ this was placed in neutral, this one did make some profits, but its main theme the Draw
Service did not do as well as expected, different types of bets were introduced and then
removed, and a new lay section was added in February which did quite well, so I think the man
himself wants to give this another chance and see what it can produce next season.
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See Football Betting Champ here: http://irec.ommend.com/fbc/
Finally a warning video was sent out by The Commissioner concerning Betting Unleashed
basically it’s the group that’s send out the usual dross every week, for a little more detail please
see the end of the newsletter.

News About All The Reviews
This section covers all the current reviews being conducted and just gives a quick insight how
each review is performing.

All By The Book
Well a little bit quieter week for All by the Book being reviewed by Sgt Dave but it still
produced a profit on the week of + 54.60 points. This method still continues to impress and
over the 40 days of the trial so far has a cumulative P/L of + 569.81.
See All by the Book here: http://www.allbythebook.com/

Champion Lays
This is one of the new services being tested by Sgt Philip we are now up to Day 9 as the
reviewer had already verified the first 7 days, anyway only 2 lay selections for the week and
both winning ones for the service so a profit on the week of 191.60 pounds. The cumulative
P/L so far is 2737.50 pounds this is with a starting bank of 2000 pounds so it means that the
service has made +737.5 pounds profit to 100 pound level stakes.
See Champion Lays here: http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/champion_lays/

Easy Lay Method
It would appear that this place laying system review is drawing to a close as per Sgt Jon’s
comments and the fact it is now on Day 55 and not in profit, for the week it lost 2.52 points on
Level Stakes and made a small profit of 0.99 points on Fixed Liability. The cumulative P/L for
Level Stakes is minus 13.27 points and for Fixed Liability minus 22.68 points.
See Easy Lay Method here: http://irec.ommend.com/elm/

Favourites Phenomenon
Being reviewed by Sgt Dave this system continues to impress just plodding away making
steady profits, now up to Day 76 there is just over 1 week before it finishes, could this be the
fourth system/service to pass or will it falter in the run in?. This week there were only 5 betting
days as on the other 2 days the Maximum Potential Loss limits were exceeded, on one day only
Level 1 qualified and the other 4 days All Levels qualified, the result all days were successful
in achieving the one point per day objective. So for the week Level 1 made 5 points and Levels
2 and 3 achieved 4 points profit. For current cumulative totals I will use BFSP as the operator
does recommend this over ISP. Level 1 cumulative P/L at BFSP = 135.74 points (100 points
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Bank), Level 2 cumulative P/L at BFSP = 179.89 points (150 points Starting Bank) and
Level 3 cumulative P/L at BFSP = 215.49 points (200 points Starting Bank).
See Favourites Phenomenon here: http://irec.ommend.com/favouritesphenomenon/

Follow the Fortune
Well what can one say you certainly get plenty of selections with this one I counted 129 for
the week which is only up to and including the 22nd, no results for 23rd yet. Must congratulate
Sgt Ian on a good job on handling this one some of us mere mortals would have been overrun
by this one. Anyway if you had backed the Full System you would have made +22.91 points
profit on the week, splitting it up the Backs had a slight loss of minus 0.27 points and the
Lays made +23.18 points. Over the 62 days the Full System had a cumulative P/L of 159.03
points for the Back Bets 95.97 and finally for the Lays 163.06 points these are all to starting
bank of 100 points.
See Follow The Fortune here: http://irec.ommend.com/follow-the-fortune/

Football Bets Direct
The last entry from Sgt Philip was on May 17th, its seems normal for this service to go many
days without selections, Day 1 actually commenced on April 19th and it is now only on Day 7.
So anyway there was only 1 bet on the 17th and it was a winning one and so for the week it
made +1.65 points and the cumulative P/L total is 109.91 points (100 points Starting Bank)
and betting with 3 point Level Stakes.
To see Football Bets Direct here: http://irec.ommend.com/fbd/

Football Betting Master
This is the other new system/service being tested by Sgt Tommy it’s only into its second day.
Unfortunately the first day was a losing one so not a good start but a recovery was made on the
second day so currently it is running at minus 13.50 points and the starting bank of 1000
points stands at 986.50 points. Very early days yet let’s see what happens over the course of
the review.
See Football Betting Master here:
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/football_betting_master/

Free Profits
This is a Laying system being reviewed by Sgt Tony and this was doing okay profit wise
until this weekend especially Sunday when these profits were severely dented, the P/L for the
week to the 1000 points Bank was minus 224 points to 20 point stakes or if you put it into
smaller perspective minus 11.20 if using a 100 point Bank. The cumulative P/L stands at
1097.40 points (1000 points Bank) or 104.87(100 points), certainly the system does not want
suffer many more of these, as Tony said “We are still in profit, but don’t want another day like
this in a hurry”. Anyway still plenty of days left to increase the profits.
See Free Profits here: http://irec.ommend.com/freeprofits
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Lay It Safe
Well Sgt Jon let this one run after 56 days due to lack of selections and it was close to
breaking even, now the cumulative P/L after 75 days stands at minus 16.22 points now with
only 9 days to go is this another SWP system heading for jail for failing to deliver?.
Quote Sgt Jon from Day 69 “Just over two weeks left of this review and I really can’t see this
service breaking even let alone make a profit. Let’s hope I’m proved wrong”. Well it has
stayed the same since then, the overall loss has not really moved, as for the actual weeks P/L it
was minus 2.04 points.
See Lay It Safe here: http://irec.ommend.com/layitsafe/

Laying Odds On Favourites
From the same stable as Favourites Phenomenon and the respected Matt Watson, comes this
odds on laying service using a Bot. Unfortunately the Bot has some problems as mentioned by
BST Blogger’s and Sgt Dave who is reviewing this service and to make matters worse the
service seems to be treading water, as Sgt Dave quoted on Day 40 “It seems that it cannot
break the mould of one step forward and one step back’. For the week we only had 2 days of
betting and there were two selections on each of those days, and of course one won and one
lost on both those days. For the week Level Stakes made 2 points profit and 5% Bank
Liability showed a minus 10.18 points. As for the cumulative totals after Day 40, Level Stakes
has a Running Bank of 1040.50 and the Bank Liability 1005.68 points and this includes the
Starting Bank of 1000 points on both. Very disappointing so far lets hope that the service can
improve in the next 16 days.
See Laying Odds On Favourites here: http://irec.ommend.com/lof/

One Good Bet
Poor Sgt Jon is falling asleep with this one waiting for selections which is fairly unusual for a
SWP system or service they normally have an excess of selections. Only one day of betting this
week and that resulted in a 1 point loss, the cumulative P/L up to Day 20 is minus 5.88 points.
The system/service is based on each way doubles with the bookies and also Sgt Jon is also
using Bet 365 for Best Odds Guaranteed which is a bit of a waste of time with no selections.
Well let’s see if there is any improvement in the next week?
See One Good Bet here: http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/one_good_bet/

Pin Point Lays
Well this passed on the old site but did not endure the full BST treatment, unfortunately the
service is suffering from the curse of Non Runners because if it effects the selections with the
R/F rules that the operator uses. Low Lays made a loss on the week of minus 5.10 on 1 point
Level Stakes and minus 5.93 points on 5% Bank Liability. Banker Lays done a lot better and
are doing the best of the 3 services overall and on the week to 1 point Level Stakes it made
+3.80 points profit and +4.68 points profit to 5% Bank Liability. Bullet Lays there was only
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one selection during the week and it was a winning one for the service so a +0.95points profit
to Level Stakes and +4.10 points profit to 5% Bank Liability.
The cumulative P/L is as follows and is up to Day 35: Bullet Lays Level Stakes 88.34 and to
5% Bank Liability 85.45 points. As regards the Banker Lays the Level Stakes is at 103.64
points and to 5% Bank Liability it is 103.10 points. Finally for Bullet Lays Level Stake are at
97.82 points and Bank Liability 89.65 points, all the services are to a 100 point starting bank.
So with 21 days to go the services really need to pick up now with 21 days to the 56 day
timeframe.
See Pin Point lays here: http://www.pinpointlays.com/

The Specialist
Saturday was the 56th day of this review and Sgt Dave could be doing a Final Review this
week unless he has a change of heart (Has he got one lol), this was another SWP that had
plenty of selections per day and sometimes in the same race! I know Sgt Dave was interested in
the Being Selective part although it made a profit it was no where near enough to cover the
losses of the other 2 systems.
I shall give the P/L to BFSP which is recommended by the author and also save space, the
Back All selections showed a loss of minus 7.79 points, Being Selective made a profit of +
6.19 points and the Exotic Bets minus 12 points, giving a total loss of minus13.60 points for
the week.
Cumulative totals were as follows Back All Selections 65.02 points, Being Selective 104.12
points and CSF (Exotic) 84.07 points all of these started with 100 points Starting Bank.
See The Specialist here: http://irec.ommend.com/thespecialist/

Winning Racing Tips
Being reviewed by Sgt Mario this service concerns value each way betting and Lay betting on
Betfair, the service did stop for 5 days so there was only 2 betting days this week which
produced a slight loss of minus 0.26 points, the cumulative P/L up to Day 23 was + 4.95
points. Early days for this service, so we shall be watching this one closely over the
forthcoming weeks.
See Winning Racing Tips here: http://irec.ommend.com/wrt/

Please Note
I have included only those reviews that had any results relating to the Week May 17th to May
23rd inclusive.
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Warning
As mentioned in the introduction The Commissioner done a video report of Betting Unleashed
and in case any of you folks did not manage to see it, here is a brief outline of what was said.
First of all the sales pitch claiming to give you instant success and wealth, come on folks we
know that’s not true no such as thing as instant wealth unless you buy a lottery ticket.
Also it is being marketed by the same people who are dishing the same kind of material every
week, the only people who will get rich is the people selling these products. Why doesn’t The
Commissioner get one of his reviewers to trial it, because as he said on the video because the
time the 56 day trial had ended there would be another 6 or 7 similar products released its
impossible to keep up. Just to be clear it was not said that Betting Unleashed was a scam but
The Commissioner advised you to keep your hard worked for money in your pockets.

Next Week
What will we have in store for you next week well another New Sergeant?, there should be
three new reviews starting that’s Sporting Life Trends by our New Sergeant Danny,
Combination System by Sgt Paul and Top Racing Bets. Is it The Specialist final review and
another SWP to be jailed after 56 days? , or is it going to be given a second chance by Sgt
Dave? Also the Easy Lay Method being reviewed by Sgt Jon could be on a Final Review too.
I will try to add some additional items, maybe some of you would like a staking system
explained or have some betting terms explained, or even a more detailed explanation of the
VDW method if I could get Sgt Dave to give me a copy, I am sure he will. Folks give us your
feedback this newsletter is still in its infancy and will surely develop especially with your help!

Signing Off For Another Week
Well this is the Betting System Guru signing off from the Betting System Truths Newsletter
and I would like to thank you for taking the time to read it and I very much hope that you have
found some parts of it useful. Only leave’s me to say Happy Punting and do not bet more than
you can afford to lose, bet wisely and professionally treat it like a business, a medium to long
term one at that! And you will surely have a better chance of success. So take care and
remember to look out for the BST newsletter in your e-mails every Tuesday, until next week.
Bye For Now!
Regards
Betting System Guru
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